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2August 17, 1993
The world has recently seen dynamic changes in technology, global economics, environmental awareness, and
competition for business that affect most legal employers. Legal employers seek a cost-effective strategy to
identify and hire law students and graduates with strong credentials who can respond to these new challenges.
The University of Georgia School of Law continues to offer employers a rich pool of well-prepared students who
excel in the traditional practice areas, and we also graduate attorneys trained in precisely those new legal
specialties where critical needs have developed.
The University of Georgia has long been proud of the law student body's high admission credentials (LSAT
scores are currently within the top 10% nationally), and the strength of its litigation, transactional and
international law curricula. While maintaining excellence in these areas, we have sought to distinguish the law
school through our advocacy skills training and focus on intellectual property law. Within the last three years
Georgia has won world and national championships in international law moot court competitions and a national
title in the National Moot Court Competition, commenced publication of the nation's first general Intellectual
Property Law Journal, and continued publication of the Journal of International and Comparative Law. There
are plans to institute an environmental law clinic where students can practice environmental law, under
supervision, prior to graduation. Finally, construction of the five-million dollar Dean Rusk Center for
International Law should soon begin.
I encourage you to carefully consider University of Georgia law students and am confident you will find them




The University of Georgia School of Law has been a member of the
National Association for Law Placement (NALP) since 1977. NALP
was organized in 1971 to promote the exchange of information and
cooperation between law schools and employers. To further advance
those interests, NALP developed the NALP Principles and Standards
for Law Placement and Recruitment Activities to which the University
of Georgia School of Law subscribes. A copy of the NALP Principles
and Standards will be sent to interested employers upon request.
The Office of Legal Career Services (LCS) acts as a liaison between
employers and law students and as a source for information regarding
the legal employment market. The office serves as a clearinghouse for
job notices from prospective employers seeking to hire students and
alumni for full-time, summer, or part-time positions. Assistance is also
provided to employers seeking to hire experienced lawyers. Prospective
employers are invited to use the services of the office and thereby gain
exposure to a select group of very talented and highly-motivated in-
dividuals.
The Student Body
The 1992-93 enrollment was 616 with 224 women and 48 minorities.
For the last several years, the students admitted to the law school have
received LSAT scores in the top 10% of all test takers nationwide. A
number of Georgia law students possess advanced degrees including
the M.B.A., M.Acc., Ph.D., and M.D., and several have undergraduate
degrees in highly technical disciplines such as engineering, architec-
ture, and accounting. Because of the selectivity of the school's admis-
sions standards and the strength of Georgia's academic and clinical
programs, employers are encouraged to refrain from relying solely on
law school grades to determine a student's eligibility for employment.
Employers are asked to consider all of the qualifications of each student
including prior work/educational experiences, extracurricular/com-
munity activities, and any other special skills a student may possess.
Each year, the Georgia Law School enrolls approximately twenty
LL.M. students. Many of the LL.M. students come to Georgia with
several years of legal work experience and the majority come from
foreign countries. The focus of study undertaken by LL.M. students is
as diverse as the students themselves. LL.M. students have the op-
portunity to pursue an individually fashioned program of intensive
research and related course work in areas of law in which they wish
to specialize. Almost all are desirous of having a practical work ex-
perience with an American employer before they return to their home
country. LL.M. students are ideal candidates for employers seeking
experienced attorneys for short- or long-term employment needs.
Office Policies
The Office of Legal Career Services permits employers to pre-screen
student resumes as the employer is most familiar with the requirements
of a particular position. All job notices posted by the office are dis-
played in the Career Resource Center for viewing by the entire student
body and alumni.
The University of Georgia School of Law is committed to a policy
of equal employment opportunity for individuals regardless of their
race, religion, sex, sexual preference, age, national origin, handicap or
veteran status. The services of the Office of Legal Career Services are
available only to those employers whose practices are in agreement
with this policy. By using the services of the office, employers affirm
their intent to comply with the stated policy of equal employment
opportunity. The services provided by the Office of Legal Career Ser-
vices to employers include:
On-Campus Interviews
Employers who would like to conduct personal interviews with stu-
dents at the law school are provided office space to do so at no charge.
Interviews may be scheduled with LL.M. students and third-year stu-
dents seeking full-time employment and/or first- and second-year stu-
dents and LL.M. students seeking summer employment or part-time
employment. First-year students may not participate in fall on-campus
interviews but are permitted to interview on-campus in the spring se-
mester. Employers desiring to interview on-campus during fall semester
may either mail in a written request on or after December 19, on a
special form provided by the Office of Legal Career Services or tele-
phone the office on or after April 1, to reserve a fall semester interview
date. Employers wishing to conduct interviews during the spring se-
mester are asked to contact the Office of Legal Career Services at least
one month in advance of their desired spring semester interview date.
OjfCampus Interviews
Employers who are located within 90 miles of Athens may wish to
have the Legal Career Services Office arrange for students to interview
at the employer's place of business. Employers outside the 90 mile
limit or out-of-state employers who are in Atlanta, Georgia on business
may wish to take advantage of this service also.
Resumes Forwarded Service
Employers who are unable to conduct interviews at the law school
may request the Office of Legal Career Services to collect resumes from
interested and qualified students. The student resumes are then col-
lectively forwarded to the employer on a predetermined date set by
the employer.
Direct Contact Service
Employers who prefer students to send their own letter of interest
with resume may request the Legal Career Services Office to post a
job notice in the Career Resource Center. Unless otherwise specified,
these job notices are posted for one month.
Experienced Lawyer/Alumni Job Placement Service
Employers seeking to hire an experienced lawyer who is a graduate
of The University of Georgia School of Law may request to have a job
notice announced on the Alumni Job Hotline, a free-of-charge service
to employers and alumni, updated each Friday. All position-available
notices are published in the Alumni Job Placement Newsletter. The
Newsletter is published on the first and fifteenth of each month and
there is no charge to employers using this service. To post a job notice
on the Hotline and in the Newsletter, employers may call the office or
may send a letter to the office describing the position available and
the desired applicant qualifications. A job posting form also is provided
in the back of this directory.
NALP Southeastern Law Schools Minority Job Fair
Thirty-seven southeastern law schools, of which Georgia is one, spon-
sor a cooperative recruiting conference for minority law students. The
Sixth Annual NALP Southeastern Law Schools Minority Job Fair will
be in Atlanta, Georgia at the Embassy Suites-Airport on Friday &
Saturday, August 20 & 21. Employers interested in participating in
future Minority Job Fairs are asked to contact this office directly for
a detailed conference brochure.
South Atlantic Recruitment Consortium
The South Atlantic Recruitment Consortium is a cooperative re-
cruiting program sponsored by the law schools of the Universities of
Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina and Emory University for em-
ployers in the Washington, D.C. area. The 1993 Program will take
place on Saturday, August 28, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the Em-
bassy Suites Hotel on 22nd Street, N.W., inWashington, D.C. For more
information and registration materials, Washington area employers are
asked to contact this office directly.
Southeastern Law Placement Consortium
The University of Georgia School of Law in conjunction with ten
other southeastern law schools sponsors the oldest and one of the largest
annual recruiting conferences in the country. The Seventeenth Annual
SELPC Conference will occur on October 8 - 9, 1993, at the Waverly
Hotel. Upon request, interested employers will be sent a detailed con-
ference brochure.
Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair
Twenty-five southeastern law schools, of which Georgia is one, par-
ticipate in an annual job fair for public interest employers. The job




Legal Aid Society and is held at The Atlanta Bar Association. The job
fair typically attracts over 200 students who are interested in working
with a public interest employer. The 1993 Job Fair is tentatively sched-
uled for November. For more information and registration materials,
employers may contact this office.
Atlanta Bar Association Minority Summer Clerkship Program
In conjunction with the law schools of Emory, Georgia State, and
Mercer, Georgia participates in the Minority Summer Clerkship Pro-
gram sponsored by the Atlanta Bar Association. The purpose of this
program is to place qualified first-year minority students in summer
clerkship positions with major law firms in the Atlanta area. For more
information about this program, Atlanta employers are asked to con-
tact this office directly.
International Student Interview Program (New York)
Employers interested in hiring a foreign lawyer who is enrolled in a
Master of Laws (LL.M.) program at an American law school are en-
couraged to participate in this interview program. Participating in-
ternational students are permitted by law to obtain practical employment
experience upon completion of their studies in the United States. The
program is a cooperative job fair hosted by New York University as-
sisted by twenty-one law schools. For further information and regis-
tration materials, please communicate with this office in September.
Coastal Legal Recruiting Conference (CLRC) is a relatively new job
fair, sponsored solely by the University of Georgia School of Law. The
fourth-annual CLRC conference will be held on January 29, 1994, in
Savannah. Legal employers from Jacksonville, Florida, to Charleston
South Carolina are invited to attend. Call (706) 542-7541 for details.
Metro-Atlanta Recruitment Conference (MARC)
To assist legal employers in the Cobb, Gwinnett, DeKalb and Walton
counties with their hiring needs, the Office has commenced an annual
post-graduation job fair, the MARC Fair. Held at DeKalb College,
North Campus, in 1993, this convenient program permits Metro At-
lanta employers the opportunity to meet and hire recently-admitted
members of the State Bar of Georgia with excellent credentials. There
is no cost to employers associated with participation in this fair.
Buckhead/Atlanta Recruitment Conjerence (B.A.R.)
Another placement initiative developed to save employers time and
money is the annual Buckhead Fair scheduled for March 1994, at the
Embassy Suites Hotel in Buckhead. Atlanta area law firms, government
agencies, public- interest organizations, and judges, need not leave the
Metro area to interview well-credentialed, highly-motivated law stu-
dents from the University of Georgia. For information about the Buck-
head Fair, you need only call (706) 542-7541.
Several other new UGA-Only job fairs have been initiated this year
to permit employers to interview Georgia law students in the conven-
ience of the employers' community.
Upcoming fairs include:
The Chattanooga Area Recruitment Conference (23 October)
The Augusta Recruitment Conference (30 October)
The Columbus South Georgia Conference (6 November)
The Environmental Law Job Fair (12 November)
The SciLaw sMFair in Orlando (20 January)
The England Summer Clerkship Program (Summer 1994)
To use any of the above-listed office services, employers merely need
to write or to telephone the Office of Legal Career Services and we will
be happy to send a job posting form or take the necessary information
over the telephone. For employers' convenience, there is a job posting








November 24 - 26
December 1 - 11
December 12 - January 10
December 20
January II
January 24 - April 26
March 21 - 25
April 1
April 26
April 29 - May 11
May 14
Classes Begin
Available for interview dates





First day written requests accepted
for Fall 1994 Interview Dates
Classes Begin
Available for interview dates
Spring Recess
First day telephone requests accepted




EMPLOYMENT PREFERENCE INDEX FOR THE CLASS OF 1994
This index expresses each third-year student's choice of the particular field of legal activity in which he or she has a special interest.
Aviation Environmental G. Fortin Tort Actions
C. McLaughlin J. All J. Foster I. Bassey
S. Cahalan M. Gilligan
Bankruptcy P. Catherine E. Grant Transactional
V. Brannock B. Groff W. Horney M. Levick
J. Croxton B. Hillson D. Kertscher J. Raines
G. Ellis E. Howerton K. Lander
J. Moriarty, Jr. J. Lange Trusts & Estates
Business J. Murray M. Linton C.Dew
A. Chambers C. Nalbone K. Meyers
V. Googe III H. Tewell D. Michell Worker's Compensation
J. Muelheuser H. Wright, Jr. R. Moye III E. Daniel
J. Muelheuser
Business Litigation Estate Planning P. Pate'
R. Freeman J. Moriarty, Jr. D. Penn
C. Powell
Civil Rights/Discrimination Financial Institutions P. Powell
P. Dicarlo S. Pierce J. Pursley
K. Rigby
Commercial General Civil Practice T. Robinson
R. Jordan L. Farr K. Rozelsky
J. Scott
Commercial Litigation General Practice S. Smith
J. Ingram J. Crumly E. Somerstein
J. Rutland H. Tewell
Computer/Electronic J. Webb
B. Bockhop Health M. Wiltshire, Jr.
K. Schneider-Truog M. Wunderlich
Construction Litigation
S. Cahalan Insurance Medical Malpractice
W. Green 1: Boudreaux
Corporate H. Tear III E. Daniel
W. Arbery W. Green
K. Bankston Intellectual Property A. Magruder
M. Brown A. Altera K. Rigby
F. Cook E. Storla
J. Croxton Municipal Law
1: Cullen International A. Gordon
S. Davis J. All
J. Deutchman I. Bassey Patent
C.Dew C. Janson A. Altera
D. Diedrich J. Lange B. Bockhop
G. Ellis E. McCoy L. Farr
J. Foster K. Schneider-Truog E. Howerton
V. Googe III E. Storla C. Smith
B. Groff
J. Ingram Labor Public Interest
C. JansonR. Jordan 1: Cullen M. Aikens
D. Klump K. Meyers A. Andrews
P. Lancaster M. Miller D. Drake
F. MacGill A. Gordon
E. McCoy Litigation C. Nalbone
C. McLaughlin G. Adams
A. Patrick K. Adams Real Estate
S. Pierce M. Aikens P. Kartos
B. Podurgiel C. Anderson P. Lancaster
C. Powell W. Arbery M. Linton
J. Raines K. Bankston H. Wright, Jr.
H. Tear III A. Bentley
D. Tompkins III R. Bonds Sports
T. Boudreaux T. Barton
Criminal M. Brown M. Miller
P. Dicarlo J. Buie
J. Laster C. Casey Tax
A. Magruder N. Craven V. Brannock
1: Owens J. Crumly F. Cook
S. Smith S. Davis R. Freeman
J. Deutchman P. Kartos
Employment D. Diedrich F. MacGill
D. Kertscher S. Dolan D. Tompkins III
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EMPLOYMENT PREFERENCE INDEX FOR THE CLASS OF 1995
This index expresses each second-year student's choice of the particular field of legal activity in which he or she has a special interest.
Antitrust Law Employment Law D. Dozier A. Rosselot
D. Fox P. Davis G. Ellington J. Watts
R. Langstaff, Jr. R. Hoelting D. Fox D. Welch
K. Rosette B. Free
Banking Law D. Golymbieski
B. Hall Entertainment Law R. Harris
M. Haymore M. Hay
Business Law A. Simanovsky D. Herndon
J. Watts P. Hibbard
Environmental Law B. Holley
Children s Rights Law R. Abellera G. Jones
K. Loecke C. Carlisle S. King
R. Kirby C. Lamar, Jr.
Church/State Law J. Minor J. Lamb
C. Stovall A. Phillips A. Lambert
R. Schneider T. Lemke
Communications Law J. Simchick N. Elmore
R. Cox B. Spann T. Lumpkin
J. Lamb J. Wellborn C. Mitchell II
T. Lemke S. Wenegar G. Patton-Schmitt
M. Minor M. Pilgrim
Estate Planning R. Rollins
Corporate Law J. Bell K. Rosette
K. Bailey J. Suozzo
G. Barron General Practice L. Taulbee
R. Bennett C. Hackney E. Thompson
J. Cain, Jr. C. Pipkins S. Tillman
C. Camerieri C. Smith G. Vaughn
C. Carlisle W. Woodall
A. Carter Health Law S. Wright
C. Chayavadhanangkur K. Watson
B. Cleveland Medical Malpractice
p. Davis Insurance Law G. Crossley
C. Davis A. Carter R. Langstaff, Jr.
D. Dozier
G. Engelman International Law Patent Law
B. Free S. Baker C. Davis
D. Gunderson A. Lambert S. Malas
B. Hall J. Minor M. Rozman
R. Harris A. Phillips
M. Hay M. Pilgram Personal Injury
D. Herndon A. Simanovsky E. Blum
B. Holley C. Smith C. Hackney
G. Jones B. Spann D. Welch
A. Kapoor
C. Lamar, Jr. International Business Property
S. Malas G. Vaughn B. Huberty
R. Mann III R. Rollins
R. Marshall International Trade
C. Mitchell II J. Reed
J. Reed Public Interest
A. Rosselot Intellectual Property Law R. Kirby
p. Scholle S. Baker K. Loecke
L. Taulbee R. Mann III C. Wight
M. Rozman
Criminal Law T. Scartz Real Estate
R. Davis R. Schneider G. Barron
T. Lumpkin J. Bell
Labor Law R. Bennett
Criminal Defense S. King A. Bridwell
S. Smith S. Brunner
Legislative P. Hibbard
Criminal Investigation W. Woodall S. Smith
J. Phillips
Litigation Securities
Criminal Prosecution R. Bell p. Scholle
J. Phillips J. Black
K. Bodoh Sports
Domestic Relations Law S. Brunner R. Marshall
E. Blum J. Cain, Jr.
R. Davis B. Cleveland Tax Law
M. Haymore J. Cox C. Camerieri






magna cum laude in Criminal Justice, The
University of Georgia, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. cum
laude in Political Science, University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
CHRISTOPHER T. ANDERSON
Dobbs Ferry, New York
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Government, Cornell University, 1989.







magna cum laude in English, Georgia State
University, 1985.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Duke University, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
German Literature, University of Colorado,
1983.







A.A. cum laude, DeKalb College.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Public Interest.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. with
distinction Ocean Engineering, United States
Naval Academy, 1986.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Harvard University, 1988.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Furman University, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
honors in French Literature, Washington
University in St. Louis, 1991. Certificat Pra-
tique de Franc;;lis Commercial, L'Institut
D'Efudes Franc;;lise D' Avignon, 1990.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
Electrical Engineering, University of Iowa
1988. B.S. in General Science (Geology),
University of Iowa, 1980.







J.D.lM.B.A., The University of Georgia, ex-
pected 1994. B.A. in General Studies, Lou-
isiana State University, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, University of Richmond, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Vir-
ginia.
RUSSELL SCOTT BONDS
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. with
Honor, Architecture, Georgia Institute of
Technology, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Washington and Lee, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Sports
Law; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia; Open.
EMILY S. BLUMENTHAL
Carrollton, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1991. Certificate of Completion,
International Studies, Jerusalem Institute,
1988.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Medical Malpractice.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, University of the South, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
JULIA (JULIE) ANNE BUIE
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, The University of Georgia,
1991.





Construction Engineering, Iowa State Uni-
versity, 1984.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, Georgia Southern University,
1989.






magna cum laude in Journalism, The Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. cum
laude with General Honors in English, The
University of Georgia, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Government/English, Georgetown Univer-
sity, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
honors in Government/Foreign Affairs,
University of Virginia, 1991.





cum laude in Accounting and Management
Information Systems, Old Dominion Uni-
versity, 1984.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Rhodes College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General
Business.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; Southeast.
FAYE ALSTON COOK, C.P.A.
Warrenton, North Carolina
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.B.A.
in Business, University of Pittsburgh, 1976.
B.A. in Economics, Duke University, 1975.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Tax.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; Charlotte, North Carolina.
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PAMELA RAIN CATHERINE
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Skidmore College, 1984.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.F.A. in
Fine Arts, College of Charleston, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. cum
laude in Psychology, University of Alabama,
1987.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. cum
laude in Political Science & Philosophy, The
University of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Sociology, University of Florida, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Journalism cum laude in Public Relations,
The University of Georgia, 1983.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Finance, Florida State University, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Economics, University of Illinois, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Philosophy, Haverford College, 1991.





magna cum laude in History, Wofford Col-
lege, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Emory University, 1991.






magna cum laude in Economics, University
of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 1991.
A.A.S. in Intelligence Collection, Commu-
nity College of the Air Force, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, University of Pennsylva-
nia, 1989.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Management Information Systems, The
University of Georgia, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
JILL ALLISON DEUTCH MAN
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Marketing, Boston University, 1989.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Education, University of Mississippi, 1962.
A.A. in Science, Stephens College, 1960.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate Law; Trusts & Estates.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Psychology, The University of Georgia, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
International Relations and Political Sci-
ence, Rhodes College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Public
Interest.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Criminal




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Economics, Auburn University, 1990.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
high honors magna cum laude in Political
Science, The University of Georgia, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.I.S. in
Law and Society, Georgia State University,
1984.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Foreign Affairs, University of Virginia, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. Ed.
cum laude in Communication Disorders,
University of Virginia,.1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Politics, Princeton University, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Bankruptcy.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, University of Florida, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English and Political Science, Emory Uni-
versity, 1991.
A.A., Oxford College of Emory University,
1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.





with highest honors in Electrical Engineer-
ing, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1990.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: Patent;
General Civil.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: South-
east.
JOHN GRIFFIN FOSTER
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
International, The University of Georgia,
1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. Dis-
tinguished Cadet (Top 5%) in Political Sci-
ence, U.S. Military Academy West Point,
1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1988.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English Literature, Colgate University, 1989.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
International Relations, Emory University.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.






summa cum laude in Telecommunication
Arts, The University of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Charleston,
South Carolina; Southeast.
VERNON E. GOOGE III
Tifton, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance summa cum laude with highest
honors, The University of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Business.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in English, The University of Georgia,
1991.







SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Public Administration and Political Sci-
ence, James Madison University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Munici-
pal Law; Public Interest Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia; Flor-
ida; Southeast.
JENNIFER ELIZABETH GREENE
St. Simon's Island, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Criminal Justice Studies, the Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1991.






magna cum laude in English, Savannah State
College, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Northwestern University, 1991.






magna cum laude in English, Lee College,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. cum
laude in Economics and Business Admin-
istration, Berry College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: North Georgia.
ABBOTT SWIFT HAYES, JR.
Gainesville, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History and Political Science, University of
Georgia, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Psychology, University of Virginia, 1989.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
Sociolinguistics, Georgetown University,
1989. B.A. cum laude in Anthropology, Tu-
lane University, 1986.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
WALTER WILLIAM HAYS, JR.
Colquitt, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Business, The University of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Agnes Scott College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
Engineering Management, Northeastern
University, 1991. B.S. in Engineering Sci-
ences, U.S. Air Force Academy, 1986.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Civil Engineering, University of Alabama,
1988.







of Fine Arts in Writing, University of Ala-
bama.
B.A. in English, Princeton University, 1980.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.





Georgia State University, expected 1995. B.S.
Commerce in Finance, University of Vir-
ginia, 1986.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Com-
mercial; Corporate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. with
Highest Honors in Management, Georgia In-
stitute of Technology.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax; Real
Estate.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Economics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Vanderbilt University, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
/aude in History.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Business Administration and Political Sci-
ence, Wittenberg University, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; International.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Stanford University, 1990.






magna cum /aude in Management Infor-
mation Systems, The University of Georgia,
1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Emory University, 1989.
A.A. in Political Science, Oxford College of
Emory University, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Psychology and Political Science, Univer-
sity of Michigan, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Trans-
actional.





magna cum laude in English, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English and History, University of Virginia,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; International.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics, University of Alabama, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Real Estate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Real Estate, The University of Georgia,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Es-
tate; Corporate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Political Science and English, Cumberland
College, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, University of Virginia, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Crimi-




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Sociology, Birmingham - Southern College,
1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Furman University, 1990.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. cum
laude in Business, Wake Forest University,
1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Auburn University, 1984.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Corporate Finance, University of Alabama,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Labor and
Employment Law; Sports and Entertain-
ment Law.





magna cum laude in Political Science, The
University of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Labor.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
JOHN BURNS MORIARTY, JR.
Alexandria, Virginia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Anthropology and Archeology, University
of Virginia, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Environ-
mental; Estate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
ROBERT JAMES MOYE III
Calhoun, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A.
magna cum laude in History, The Univer-
sity of the South, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia.
CHRISTINE MARIE NALBONE
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
distinction in History, University of Virgin-
ia, 1991; B.A. in French, University of Vir-
ginia, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. cum
laude in Business Administration, State
University of New York at Buffalo, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Government, Dartmouth College, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Business.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Open.
N. TODD OWENS
Charlotte, North Carolina
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, University of North Car-
olina-Chapel Hill, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Crimi-
nal.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Charlotte, N.C.
MARTHA ANN PASS
Rome, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.A. in
University Administration, Michigan State
University, 1986.
B.B.A. in Marketing, The University of
Georgia, 1984.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: North Georgia.
JAMES SAMUEL MURRAY
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. III
English, University of the South, 1990.






magna cum laude in Political Science, Emo-
ry University, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Augusta; Geor-
gia.
PAGE ANTHONY PATE
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B ..
magna cum laude in Political Science, Geor-
gia State University, 1990.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Corporate Finance, The University ofGeor-
gia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate Law; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Open.
SARAH BAILEY PIERCE
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
Laude with Honors in Economics and Polit-
ical Science, Vanderbilt University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Finan-




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, University of North Car-
olina Chapel Hill, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics and History, Emory University,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate Law.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, Valdosta State College, 1988.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Dartmouth College, 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
Laude in Philosophy, Rhodes College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
RANDOLPH PAGE POWELL
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Communication, the University of Ala-
bama, 1989.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Mechanical Engineering, University of Notre
Dame, 1989.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Davidson College, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
History, Appalachian State University, 1990.





magna cum laude in Political Science and
English, The University of Georgia, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Auburn University, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in East Asian Studies, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics, Davidson College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Transactional Law.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Criminal Justice, Georgia State University,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Open.
THEODORE W. ROBINSON
Gainesville, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
Honors in Public Policy, University of Chi-
cago, 1991.





KURT MATTHEW ROZEL SKY
Coatesville, Pennsylvania
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Foreign Affairs, University of Virginia, 1990.







magna cum laude in Political Science, Dav-
idson College, I 991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Interna-
tional Law; Health Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta/North-
east Georgia; North Carolina.
CHRISTINA MARIE SLICKER
Roswell, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Anthropology and Art History, Emory Uni-
versity, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Psychology, The University of Georgia, 1991.







cum laude in Management, Kennesaw Col-
lege, 1985. A.A. in Liberal Arts/Business,
Gainesville College, 1984.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta/North-




summa cum laude in Political Science and
Economics, University of Richmond, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Criminal Defense.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Psychology, Emory University, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; South-
east.
JAMES FRANKLIN SHEHANE IV
Athens, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B.J. in
Public Relations, The University of Geor-
gia, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; Charlotte, North Carolina.
VICKI STURDIVANT STOKES
Kalamazoo, Michigan
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: RRA. in
Computer Information Systems, Western
Michigan University, 1985.





in International Business, The American
University, 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics, the University of the South,
1989.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: RS. in
Mathematics, University of Texas at Austin,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; Southeast.
RICHARD C. TAYLOR
St. Simons Island, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.RA. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1988.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.Ed. in
Student Personnel in Higher Education, The
University of Georgia, 1990.
B.S. in Communication/Psychology, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Stevens Point; 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




summa cum laude in English, University of
Iowa, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Interna-
tional Law; Intellectual Property.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
HARRY RAYMOND TEAR III
Savannah, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Foreign Affairs, University of Virginia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Insurance Defense.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; South-
east.
DANIEL RALPH TOMPKINS III
Roswell, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History and Political Science, Vanderbilt
University, 1991.





JERRY CURTIS TOOTLE, JR.
Duluth, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Emory University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Criminal Justice, The University of Geor-
gia, 1986.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
MORRIS HUGH WILTSHIRE, JR.
Southaven, Mississippi
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, Millsaps College,
1992.








magna cum laude in History, University of
Pennsylvania, 1990.





summa cum laude in English, Washington
& Lee University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
HOWELL F. WRIGHT, JR.
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
Resource Economics, The University of
Georgia, 1984. B.A. magna cum laude in
Economics, The University of Georgia, 1980.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Environ-
mental; Real Estate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia; Open.
SAM VERMONT
Memphis, Tennessee
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Psychology, Rhodes College, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
History, Oxford University, United King-
dom 1988. B.A. cum laude in History, Uni-
versity of South Carolina, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Open.
MICHELE K. WUNDERLICH
Athens, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Government, Cornell University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, University of Virginia, 1989.





in Finance, Emory University, 1990. B.A.
cum laude in Business Administration,
Morehouse College, 1987.





University of South Carolina, 1990. B.S. in
Computer Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1987.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics and Psychology, Duke Univer-
sity, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S.E. in
Mechanical Engineering, Florida Institute
of Technology, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Patent;
Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Open.
BRADLEY K. GROFF
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Mechanical Engineering, Lehigh University,
1989.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Accounting, University of Virginia, 1991.








































of Studies in Law, Environmental Studies,
University of Vermont, 1995. B.A. in Polit-
ical Science, The University of Georgia,
1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, The University of Georgia,
1989.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Liberal Arts with a major in His-
tory from Davidson College, 1991.







magna cum laude in History, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
RAINEY LEE ASTIN
Rocky Mount, North Carolina
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1989.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, The University of Georgia, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Diplomacy, Miami Uni-
versity (Ohio), 1992





Degree in Personnel/Industrial Relations,
Winthrop University, 1981. B.S. cum laude
Business Administration, Freed-Hardeman
University, 1978.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B.J. in
Advertising, The University of Georgia,
1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Real Estate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Art History, Duke University, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Es-
tate; Estate Planning.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Art History, Texas Christian University,
1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
JOSEPH W. BLANKENSHIP, JR.
Snellville, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: A.B.J. in
Public Relations, The University of Geor-
gia, 1992.





summa cum laude in Political Science, The
University of Georgia, 1992.






magna cum laude in History, James Madi-
son University, 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.A. in
History, University of Virginia, 1991. B.A.
in History/Latin, Duke University, 1987.





in Real Estate and Investments, The Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1992. B.A. in Political
Science, Emory University, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Es-
tate; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; South-
east.
J. BARCLAY BLACK .
Sylvania, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A.
cum laude in Economics, The University of
Georgia, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Communications, Fairfield University, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Personal
Injury; Family.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Criminal Justice, The University of Geor-
gia. 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.




magna cum laude in Finance, Boston Col-
lege, 1989.





magna cum laude in Political Science, Geor-
gia State University, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in English, Davidson College, 1992.






in Social Science Education, The University
of Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Real Estate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia; Flor-
ida.
JERRY W. CAIN, JR.
Hanahan, South Carolina
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
International Studies, University of South
Carolina, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
honor in Philosophy, Agnes Scott College,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Es-
tate; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Athens; Open.
EDWARD DAVISON BURCH, JR.
Athens, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, University of Virginia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, The University of Georgia,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Tax.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
International Studies and German Studies,
Emory University, I 991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in
English, Emory University, 1992. A.A. Ox-
ford College of Emory University, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Vanderbilt, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; South-
east.
ANTHONY S. CARTER
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Appalachian State Uni-
versity, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1992.






magna cum laude in Government, Clark
University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in Po-
litical Science, Tulane University, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, The University of Georgia,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in English/History, The University of
Georgia, 1990.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics, Davidson College, 1991. Sec-
ondary School Program, Harvard Univer-
sity. 1986.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Emory University, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, Morehouse Col-
lege, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Telecommunications, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: M.B.A. in
Accounting/Financial Management, Uni-
versity of Maryland, 1990. B.S. in General
Engineering/History, U.S. Naval Academy,
1981.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Patent.
LOCATION PREFERRED: East Coast.
JAMES R. DEASON
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, Rhodes College,
1989.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S.N. in
Nursing, Emory University, 1987. B.A. in
Biology, Mount Holyoke College, 1985.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English/Psychology, University of Virginia,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Employment.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
AMANDA JILL DE BERRY
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics, University of Florida, 1990.




The University of Georgia, 1978. B.S. in
Economics, Georgia Southern University,
1976.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Accounting, University of Wyoming, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate Law.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. cum
laude in Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in
History, University of Virginia, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Philosophy/Economics, Vanderbilt, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Antitrust.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, Oglethorpe Uni-
versity, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Mississippi State University, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.





cum laude in Management, Georgia South-
ern University, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Political Science and Public Administra-
tion, Georgia College, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Marketing, Retailing, and Managerial Ac-
counting, Syracuse University, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Open.





summa cum laude in Broadcast News, The
University of Georgia, 1992. A.A. summa
cum laude in General Studies, Gordon Col-
lege, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia;
Southeast.
MARLA K. W. HAYMORE
Mansfield, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1992.







summa sum laude in Business Administra-
tion, Auburn University, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Personal
Injury; General Practice.





summa cum laude in Finance, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.A. in
Communication, The University of Geor-
gia, 1995. A.B. in Speech Communication
and Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. cum
laude in Business Administration/Finance,
1988.






magna cum laude, in Finance, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
RICHARD HOYT HILL II
Watkinsville, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A.
cum laude in Finance.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in Po-
litical Science, University of Michigan, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
distinction in English, University of Virgin-
ia, 1992.





M.B.A. expected 1995. B.A. in English,
University of Virginia, 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Litigation





magna cum laude in Music, Furman Uni-
versity, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, The University of Georgia,
1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, Furman Univer-
sity, 1992. A.A. cum laude in Liberal Arts,
Anderson College, 1990.





magna cum laude in History, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1992.






magna cum laude in General Business, Mer-
cer University, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Open.





magna cum /aude in History, Virginia Com-
monwealth University 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in Po-
litical Science, Hobart College, 1971. M.B.A.
in Healthcare Administration, Xavier Uni-
versity, 1973.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.S. in Po-
litical Communication, Florida State Uni-
versity, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, University of Florida, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.S. in
Marketing, Albany State College, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Corporate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in
French Education, Illinois State University,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; International.




magna cum /aude in English, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Environ-
mental; Public Interest.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
CHARLES WOOD LAMB, JR.
Albany, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A.
cum /aude in Accounting, The University of
Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
ROBERT B. LANGSTAFF, JR.
Albany, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Journalism, University of North Carolina,
1990.







summa cum laude in Industrial Engineer-
ing, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1992.
B.S. summa cum laude in Business Man-
agement, Georgia Institute of Technology,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Patent.





cum laude in Public Relations, The Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Psychology, University of Illinois, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Public
Interest; Children's Rights.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; Chi-
cago.
RAYMOND LEE MANN III
Fitzgerald, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
highest honors in Industrial Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology 1985.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in
History, Davidson, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
T. BRYAN LUMPKIN
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Science, The University of
Georgia, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Political Science/History, Duke University,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Sports.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, Emory University, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Finance, University of Illinois. 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Interna-
tional; Environmental.





in Hospital Administration, Ohio State
University, expected. B.S./B.A. in Econom-
ics/Finance, Rockhurst College, 1983.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Agnes Scott College, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Journalism, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1991






in Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute
of Technology, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Philosophy and Psychology, The University
of Georgia, 1992.




CEASAR C. MITCHELL II
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Economics & English, Morehouse
College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Corporate.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. with
general honors in Political Science, The
University of Georgia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History, Davidson College, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, cum laude, Southwest
Missouri State University, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General
Practice.





magna cum laude in Risk Management and
Insurance, The University of Georgia 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Economics, Davidson College, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; Tax.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; Charlotte, North Carolina.
MARC ALBERT PILGRIM
Queens, New York
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Criminal Justice, St. John's University, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Journalism, The University of Georgia,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Proper-
ty; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
JEROME M. ROTHSCHILD, JR.
Columbus, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English/History, The University of Georgia,
1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Physics, Emory University, 1991.





in International Politics, Georgetown Uni-
versity, 1988.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Employment.




in Electrical Engineering, Tufts University,
1989.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science. Wake Forest University,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE: Open; Intellectual
Property.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting. The University of Georgia.
1988.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Economics, Georgia Institute of Technology,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-





with honor in Mechanical Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, magna cum laude Oglethorpe Uni-
versity, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
ALEXANDER SIMANOVSKY
St. Petersburg (Leningrad), Russia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Mathematics, The University of Georgia,
1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGOUND: B.A. in
Economics, Marietta College, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
JENNY L. SIMCHICK
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. with
high honors in Environmental Science, Wil-
liam and Mary, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
French, The University of Georgia, 1992.




I. WILLIAM SNIDER III
Wheeling, West Virginia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
Laude in Political Science, Marshall Uni-
versity, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Psychology/Political Science, Emory Uni-
versity, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
English, The University of Georgia, 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Finance, The University of Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
JOHN RICHARD STROTHER III
Atlanta, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, University of Richmond, 1992.





summa cum Laude in Psychology, Mercer
University, 1991.





ic Philology, Fulbright Scholarship, Univer-
sity of Kiel, Federal Republic of Germany.
B.A. in German/East Asian Studies, Wash-
ington & Lee University 1991.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Psychology, The University of Georgia, 1992.
A.A. in Psychology, Darton College, 1990.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Rutgers College, 1987.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Finance, Florida State University, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Economics, The University of Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; International Business Transactions.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. III
Political Science, Yale University 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B.J. in
Journalism, The University of Georgia,
1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; South-
east.
ANDREW H. WALCOFF
New York, New York
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
Historical Preservation/Urban Planning,
Columbia University, 1989. B.A. in History,
Hamilton College, 1987.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
History/Political Science, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science and History, Mercer Uni-
versity, 1992.





summa cum laude in Telecommunication
Arts, The University of Georgia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Molecular Biology, Vanderbilt University,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Health;
Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Political Studies, Oglethorpe Uni-
versity, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax Law;
Personal Injury.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in Anthropology, The University of
Georgia, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Economics, University of Virginia, 1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Business;
Tax.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B.J. in
Journalism, The University of Georgia,
1989.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in English, Washington and Lee Uni-
versity, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.B.A. in
Accounting, The University of Georgia,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




magna cum laude in English, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1991.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B. in
Political Science, The University of Geor-
gia, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Furman University, 1992.






SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, Georgia State University,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta.
1993-94 SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS NOT PICTURED
TANYA LOUISE ANDREWS
Roswell, Georgia
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: A.B.l. in
Telecommunications, The University of
Georgia, 1992.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; Charlotte, North Carolina.
PETER JOSEPH DISKIN
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Accounting, New York University, 1986.





laude in Political Science, Augusta College,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litiga-
tion; Real Estate.






magna cum laude in English, The Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
English, Tulane University, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. cum
laude in English, Wake Forest, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. First
Honor Graduate summa cum laude in Po-
litical Science/Spanish, The University of
Georgia, 1992.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: M.S. in
Agricultural Economics expected, Cornell
University; B.A. in Economics, City Uni-
versity of New York, 1990.





SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Government/Communication Studies, Uni-
versity of Virginia, 1992.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Philosophy, Trinity University, 1991.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.S. in
Physics/Mathematics, Duke University,
1990.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.




SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Foreign Affairs, University ofVirginia/Kan-
sai Gaidai University, 1989.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corpo-
rate; International Trade.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Geor-
gia; New York City, New York.
KENT BRADLEY THOMAS
Knoxville, Tennessee
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND: B.A. in
Political Science, University of Tennessee,
1991.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta; South-
east.
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Brent E. Routman, Director
Robin L. Jennings, Administrative Secretary






NAME OF HIRING ATIORNEY:
TELEPHONE:
FAX #:






Part- Time Clerk: /Hour
APPLICANT QUALIFICATIONS CRITERIA (Be specific regarding academic qualifications, law school activities, prior
academic/employment experience, etc. If there are different criteria used for second- and third-year students, please indicate):
EMPLOYER PRACTICE AREAS/BUSINESS:
CONTACT CATEGORY: OCI RF DC




JOB CATEGORY FALL 1993/
mployer Resume Enclosed:
ALP Employer Questionnaire Enclosed:
NON-DlSCRlMINAnON STATEMENT
The following non-discrimination statement is in compliance with the mandates of the Association of American
Law Schools (AALS), of which the University of Georgia School of Law is a member.
In compliance with The University of Georgia policy, accessibility to all programs operated by this institution is
guaranteed to all otherwise qualified persons. Therefore, there shall be no discrimination on the basis of race,
national origin, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, handicap, or veteran status, in either the selection of
students for participation in the program, or as to any aspect of the program; provided, however, that with respect
to handicap, the handicap must not be such as would, even with reasonable accommodation, in and of itself,
preclude the student's effective participation in the program.
Signature: _
Organization:
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